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Nuclear Reactor Physics 2007-06-18
nuclear reactor physics is the core discipline of nuclear engineering
nuclear reactors now account for a significant portion of the electrical
power generated worldwide and new power reactors with improved fuel
cycles are being developed at the same time the past few decades have
seen an ever increasing number of industrial medical military and
research applications for nuclear reactors the second edition of this
successful comprehensive textbook and reference on basic and advanced
nuclear reactor physics has been completely updated revised and enlarged
to include the latest developments

Mathematical Analysis and Numerical Methods for
Science and Technology 2012-12-06
these 6 volumes the result of a 10 year collaboration between the
authors both distinguished international figures compile the
mathematical knowledge required by researchers in mechanics physics
engineering chemistry and other branches of application of mathematics
for the theoretical and numerical resolution of physical models on
computers the advent of high speed computers has made it possible to
calculate values from models accurately and rapidly researchers and
engineers thus have a crucial means of using numerical results to modify
and adapt arguments and experiments along the way

Mathematical Analysis and Numerical Methods for
Science and Technology: Evolution problems II
1988
introduces novel applications for solving neutron transport equations
while deemed nonessential in the past fractional calculus is now gaining
momentum in the science and engineering community various disciplines
have discovered that realistic models of physical phenomenon can be
achieved with fractional calculus and are using them in numerous ways
since fractional calculus represents a reactor more closely than
classical integer order calculus fractional calculus with applications
for nuclear reactor dynamics focuses on the application of fractional
calculus to describe the physical behavior of nuclear reactors it
applies fractional calculus to incorporate the mathematical methods used
to analyze the diffusion theory model of neutron transport and explains
the role of neutron transport in reactor theory the author discusses
fractional calculus and the numerical solution for fractional neutron
point kinetic equation fnpke introduces the technique for efficient and
accurate numerical computation for fnpke with different values of
reactivity and analyzes the fractional neutron point kinetic fnpk model
for the dynamic behavior of neutron motion the book begins with an
overview of nuclear reactors explains how nuclear energy is extracted
from reactors and explores the behavior of neutron density using
reactivity functions it also demonstrates the applicability of the haar
wavelet method and introduces the neutron diffusion concept to aid
readers in understanding the complex behavior of average neutron motion
this text applies the effective analytical and numerical methods to
obtain the solution for the nde determines the numerical solution for
one group delayed neutron fnpke by the explicit finite difference method
provides the numerical solution for classical as well as fractional
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neutron point kinetic equations proposes the haar wavelet operational
method hwom to obtain the numerical approximate solution of the neutron
point kinetic equation and more fractional calculus with applications
for nuclear reactor dynamics thoroughly and systematically presents the
concepts of fractional calculus and emphasizes the relevance of its
application to the nuclear reactor

Fractional Calculus with Applications for
Nuclear Reactor Dynamics 2015-07-29
fractional order models for nuclear reactor analysis presents fractional
modeling issues in the context of anomalous diffusion processes in an
accessible and practical way the book emphasizes the importance of non
fickian diffusion in heterogeneous systems as the core of the nuclear
reactor as well as different variations of diffusion processes in
nuclear reactors which are presented to establish the importance of
nuclear and thermohydraulic phenomena and the physical side effects of
feedback in addition the book analyzes core issues in fractional
modeling in nuclear reactors surrounding phenomenological description
and important analytical sub diffusive processes in the transport
neutron users will find the most innovative modeling techniques of
nuclear reactors using operator differentials of fractional order and
applications in nuclear design and reactor dynamics proposed methods are
tested with boltzmann equations and non linear order models alongside
real data from nuclear power plants making this a valuable resource for
nuclear professionals researchers and graduate students as well as those
working in nuclear research centers with expertise in mathematical
modeling physics and control presents and analyzes a new paradigm of
nuclear reactor phenomena with fractional modeling considers principles
of fractional calculation methods of solving differential equations of
fractional order and their applications includes methodologies of linear
and nonlinear analysis along with design and dynamic analyses

Fractional-Order Models for Nuclear Reactor
Analysis 2020-10-22
in response to the growing use of reaction diffusion problems in many
fields this monograph gives a systematic treatment of a class of
nonlinear parabolic and elliptic differential equations and their
applications these problems it is an important reference for
mathematicians and engineers as well as a practical text for graduate
students

Nonlinear Parabolic and Elliptic Equations
2012-12-06
gunter lumer was an outstanding mathematician whose works have great
influence on the research community in mathematical analysis and
evolution equations he was at the origin of the breath taking
development the theory of semigroups saw after the pioneering book of
hille and phillips from 1957 this volume contains invited contributions
presenting the state of the art of these topics and reflecting the broad
interests of gunter lumer
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Functional Analysis and Evolution Equations
2008-02-28
the energy consumption in the world is directly related to the
economical growth nuclear energy is an air pollution free technology
with the potential to satisfy our demands for many centuries this book
deals with concerns such as the use of nuclear energy for weapons the
risk of accidents with radioactivity release and the waste management

Multidisciplinary Design Approach and Safety
Analysis of ADSR Cooled by Buoyancy Driven Flows
2007
using various social science perspectives this book provide critical
analyses of knowledge management in higher education with an emphasis on
unintended consequences and future implications provided by publisher

Knowledge Management and Higher Education: A
Critical Analysis 2005-09-30
la physique des réacteurs nucléaires est le premier ouvrage français
conçu pour aborder de façon progressive et détaillée la complexité
théorique du comportement des neutrons en situation sûre ou accidentelle
fruit de l expérience pédagogique de l auteur et de son expertise
internationale reconnue en sûreté nucléaire il est rapidement devenu un
ouvrage de référence au sein de la communauté nucléaire française après
des rappels de physique nucléaire replaçant les notions théoriques dans
leur contexte historique l auteur expose les théories mathématico
physiques les plus récentes concernant le ralentissement des neutrons
dans la matière les particules chargées et les rayonnements
électromagnétiques les phases de calcul en soulignant les hypothèses
simplificatrices le concept de criticité lorsque se développe et s
entretient une réaction nucléaire en chaîne le calcul théorique des
réacteurs homogènes et hétérogènes les problèmes d autoprotection les
méthodes numériques des 2 approches historiques du traitement des
neutrons transport neutronique et diffusion cette 2e édition revue et
augmentée approfondit certaines notions notamment le spectre théorique
de fission l effet des liaisons cristallines l effet de l hétérogénéité
du champ de température l effet dancoff les équations du transport en
géométrie dimensionnelle le calcul du facteur anti trappe la méthode des
neutrons pulsés l effet d ombre de l intégrale de résonance la méthode
feynman a le traitement des instrumentations de l epr complété par plus
de 400 références bibliographiques dont de nombreuses commentées et une
annexe replaçant les travaux d edf dans le contexte national du
développement de l énergie nucléaire cet ensemble constitue la référence
théorique la plus complète en neutronique cet ouvrage est conforme aux
enseignements de l institut de transfert de technologie d edf et sert de
référentiel aux enseignements de l École nationale supérieure d
ingénieurs de bourges insa centre val de loire il a été conçu pour les
ingénieurs et techniciens sur sites souhaitant enrichir leur propre
expertise pour les étudiants de 3e cycle et les élèves ingénieurs en
sciences énergétiques
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La physique des réacteurs nucléaires (2e ed)
2013-10-18
the process oriented guide to context sensitive site selection planning
and design sustainable design is responsive to context and each site has
a unique set of physical biological cultural and legal attributes that
presents different opportunities and constraints for alternative uses of
the site site analysis systematically evaluates these on site and off
site factors to inform the design of places including neighborhoods and
communities that are attractive walkable and climate resilient this
third edition of site analysis is fully updated to cover the latest
topics in low impact location efficient design and development this
complete user friendly guide blends theory andpractice from the fields
of landscape architecture urban planning architecture geography and
urban design addresses important sustainability topics including leed nd
sustainable sites star community index and climate adaptation details
the objectives and visualization methods used in each phase of the site
planning and design process explains the influence of codes ordinances
and site plan approval processes on the design of the built environment
includes more than 200 illustrations and eight case studies of projects
completed by leading planning and design firms site analysis third
edition is the ideal guide for students taking courses in site analysis
site planning and environmental design new material includes review
questions at the end of each chapter for students as well as early
career professionals preparing for the are lare or aicp exams

Site Analysis 2013-01-31
antibodies are indispensable tools for research diagnosis and therapy
recombinant approaches allow the modification and improvement of nearly
all antibody properties such as affinity valency specificity stability
serum half life effector functions and immunogenicity antibody
engineering provides a comprehensive toolbox covering the well
established basics but also many exciting new techniques the protocols
reflect the latest hands on knowledge of key laboratories in this still
fast moving field newcomers will benefit from the proven step by step
protocols which include helpful practical advice experienced antibody
engineers will appreciate the new ideas and approaches the book is an
invaluable resource for all those engaged in antibody research and
development

Antibody Engineering Volume 1 2010-03-10
boiling water reactors volume four in the jsme series on thermal and
nuclear power generation compiles the latest research in this very
comprehensive reference that begins with an analysis of the history of
bwr development and then moves through bwr plant design and innovations
the reader is guided through considerations for all bwr plant features
and systems including reactor internals safety systems and plant
instrumentation and control thermal hydraulic aspects within a bwr core
are analyzed alongside fuel analysis before comparisons of the latest
bwr plant life management and maintenance technologies to promote safety
and radiation protection practices are covered the book s authors
combine their in depth knowledge and depth of experience in the field to
analyze innovations and next generation bwrs considering prospects for a
variety of different bwrs such as high conversion bwrs tru burner
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reactors and economic simplified bwrs written by experts from the
leaders and pioneers in nuclear research at the japanese society of
mechanical engineers includes real examples and case studies from japan
the us and europe to provide a deeper learning opportunity with
practical benefits considers societal impacts and sustainability
concerns and goals throughout the discussion explores bwr plant design
thermal hydraulic aspects the reactor core and plant life management and
maintenance in one complete resource

Boiling Water Reactors 2023-01-28
this book discusses various novel analytical and numerical methods for
solving partial and fractional differential equations moreover it
presents selected numerical methods for solving stochastic point kinetic
equations in nuclear reactor dynamics by using euler maruyama and strong
order taylor numerical methods the book also shows how to arrive at new
exact solutions to various fractional differential equations such as the
time fractional burgers hopf equation the 3 1 dimensional time
fractional khokhlov zabolotskaya kuznetsov equation 3 1 dimensional time
fractional kdv khokhlov zabolotskaya kuznetsov equation fractional 2 1
dimensional davey stewartson equation and integrable davey stewartson
type equation many of the methods discussed are analytical numerical
namely the modified decomposition method a new two step adomian
decomposition method new approach to the adomian decomposition method
modified homotopy analysis method with fourier transform modified
fractional reduced differential transform method mfrdtm coupled
fractional reduced differential transform method cfrdtm optimal homotopy
asymptotic method first integral method and a solution procedure based
on haar wavelets and the operational matrices with function
approximation the book proposes for the first time a generalized order
operational matrix of haar wavelets as well as new techniques mfrdtm and
cfrdtm for solving fractional differential equations numerical methods
used to solve stochastic point kinetic equations like the wiener process
euler maruyama and order 1 5 strong taylor methods are also discussed

Nonlinear Differential Equations in Physics
2019-12-28
this book is a collection of invited and reviewed chapters on state of
the art developments in interdisciplinary mathematics the book discusses
recent developments in the fields of theoretical and applied mathematics
covering areas of interest to mathematicians scientists engineers
industrialists researchers faculty and students readers will be exposed
to topics chosen from a wide range of areas including differential
equations integral reforms operational calculus numerical analysis fluid
mechanics and computer science the aim of the book is to provide brief
and reliably expressed research topics that will enable those new or not
aware of mathematical sciences in this part of the world while the book
has not been precisely planned to address any branch of mathematics it
presents contributions of the relevant topics to do so the topics chosen
for the book are those that we have found of significant interest to
many researchers in the world these also are topics that are applicable
in many fields of computational and applied mathematics this book
constitutes the first attempt in jordanian literature to scientifically
consider the extensive need of research development at the national and
international levels with which mathematics deals the book grew not only
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from the international collaboration between the authors but rather from
the long need for a research based book from different parts of the
world for researchers and professionals working in computational and
applied mathematics this is the modified version of the back cover
content on the print book

Approximate Solution of the Reactor Kolmogorov
Equation 1985
a broad yet concise introduction to the field of engineering for
undergraduate students designed for the beginning student this text
covers the history of engineering career paths for engineers issues of
professional responsibility and ethics and critical engineering skills
like problem solving and communication includes two case studies one of
which deals with the circumstances and events leading to the space
shuttle challenger accident a brief paperback text this title can be
used in conjunction with other texts to provide a solid foundation for
the introductory engineering course

Computational Mathematics and Applications
2020-11-23
this book addresses the topic of fractional order modeling of nuclear
reactors approaching neutron transport in the reactor core as anomalous
diffusion specifically subdiffusion it starts with the development of
fractional order neutron telegraph equations using a systematic approach
the book then examines the development and analysis of various
fractional order models representing nuclear reactor dynamics ultimately
leading to the fractional order linear and nonlinear control oriented
models the book utilizes the mathematical tool of fractional calculus
the calculus of derivatives and integrals with arbitrary non integer
orders real or complex which has recently been found to provide a more
compact and realistic representation to the dynamics of diverse physical
systems including extensive simulation results and discussing important
issues related to the fractional order modeling of nuclear reactors the
book offers a valuable resource for students and researchers working in
the areas of fractional order modeling and control and nuclear reactor
modeling

Introduction to Engineering Library 2002-01-04
these five volumes bring together a wealth of bibliographic information
in the area of numerical analysis containing over 17 600 reviews of
articles books and conference proceedings these volumes represent all
the numerical analysis entries that appeared in mathematical reviews
between 1980 and 1986 author and key indexes appear at the end of volume
5

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports 1981
the content of this book covers several up to date approaches in the
heat conduction theory such as inverse heat conduction problems non
linear and non classic heat conduction equations coupled thermal and
electromagnetic or mechanical effects and numerical methods for solving
heat conduction equations as well the book is comprised of 14 chapters
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divided into four sections in the first section inverse heat conduction
problems are discuss the first two chapters of the second section are
devoted to construction of analytical solutions of nonlinear heat
conduction problems in the last two chapters of this section wavelike
solutions are attained the third section is devoted to combined effects
of heat conduction and electromagnetic interactions in plasmas or in
pyroelectric material elastic deformations and hydrodynamics two
chapters in the last section are dedicated to numerical methods for
solving heat conduction problems

Fractional-order Modeling of Nuclear Reactor:
From Subdiffusive Neutron Transport to Control-
oriented Models 2018-02-03
nuclear engineering mathematical modeling and simulation presents the
mathematical modeling of neutron diffusion and transport aimed at
students and early career engineers this highly practical and visual
resource guides the reader through computer simulations using the monte
carlo method which can be applied to a variety of applications including
power generation criticality assemblies nuclear detection systems and
nuclear medicine to name a few the book covers optimization in both the
traditional deterministic framework of variational methods and the
stochastic framework of monte carlo methods specific sections cover the
fundamentals of nuclear physics computer codes used for neutron and
photon radiation transport simulations applications of analyses and
simulations optimization techniques for both fixed source and
multiplying systems and various simulations in the medical area where
radioisotopes are used in cancer treatment provides a highly visual and
practical reference that includes mathematical modeling formulations
models and methods throughout includes all current major computer codes
such as anisn mcnp and matlab for user coding and analysis guides the
reader through simulations for the design optimization of both present
day and future nuclear systems

Reviews in Numerical Analysis, 1980-86 1987
traditionally radiative transfer has been the domain of astrophysicists
and climatologists in nuclear technology one has been dealing with the
ana gous equations of neutron transport in recent years applications of
radiative
transferincombustionmachinedesignandinmedicinebecamemoreandmore
important in all these disciplines one uses the radiative transfer
equation to model the formation of the radiation eld and its propagation
for slabs and spheres e ective algorithms for the solution of the
transfer equation have been ava able for quite some time in addition the
analysis of the equation is quite well developed unfortunately in many
modern applications the approximation of a 1d geometry is no longer
adequate and one has to consider the full 3d dependencies this makes the
modeling immensely more intricate the main reasons for the di culties
result from the fact that not only the dimension of the geometric space
has to be increased but one also has to employ two angle variables
instead of one and very often one has to consider frequency coupling due
to motion or redistribution in spectral lines in actual cal lations this
leads to extremely large matrices which in addition are usually badly
conditioned and therefore require special care analytical solutions are
not available except for very special cases although radiative transfer
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problems are interesting also from a ma ematical point of view
mathematicians have largely neglected the transfer equation for a long
time

Nonlinear Systems of Partial Differential
Equations 2011-11-30
introduction to nuclear reactor physics is the most comprehensive modern
and readable textbook for this course module it explains reactors fuel
cycles radioisotopes radioactive materials design and operation chain
reaction and fission reactor concepts are presented plus advanced
coverage including neutron diffusion theory the diffusion equation fisk
s law and steady state time dependent reactor behavior numerical and
analytical solutions are also covered the text has full color
illustrations throughout and a wide range of student learning features

Heat Conduction 1984
the industrial and military applications of atomic energy have
stimulated much mathematical research in neutron transport theory the
possibility of controlled thermonuclear processes has similarly focussed
attention upon plasmas sometimes called the fourth state of matter
independently many classical aspects of kinetic theory and radiative
transfer theory have been studied both because of their basic
mathematical interest and of their physical applications to areas such
as upper atmosphere meteorology introduction

Computational Methods of Neutron Transport
2022-03-23
et moi si j avait su comment en reveru r one service mathematics has
rendered the je n y scrais point aile human race it has put common sense
back jules verne where it belongs on the topmost shelf next to the dusty
canister labelled discarded non the series is divergent therefore we may
be sense eric t bell able to do something with it o heaviside
mathematics is a tool for thought a highly necessary tool in a world
where both feedback and non linearities abound similarly all kinds of
parts of mathematics serve as tools for other parts and for other
sciences applying a simple rewriting rule to the quote on the right
above one finds such statements as one service topology has rendered
mathematical physics one service logic has rendered com puter science
one service category theory has rendered mathematics all arguably true
and all statements obtainable this way form part of the raison d etre of
this series

Nuclear Engineering 2008-12-24
melding basic and clinical science this reference provides a
comprehensive overview of the roles that biophysics photochemistry and
computational modeling play in the biomedical applications of
fluorescence spectroscopy and imaging penned by pioneering researchers
the handbook of biomedical fluorescence discusses fundamental aspects of
fluorescence generation in organic molecules within tissue theoretical
and experimental views of how light propagation in tissue can be used to
interpret fluorescence signals endogenous and exogenous fluorescence
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agents in medical or basic research studies and radiation transport
diffusion theory and the monte carlo method

Numerical Methods in Multidimensional Radiative
Transfer 2017-11-22
this multidisciplinary synthesis of concepts and methods of public
policy analysis takes a systematic approach to creation critical
assessment and communication of policy relevant knowledge stresses the
process of formulating policy problems as crucial step in solving them
in addition he emphasizes the need to understand the political contexts
in which policy analysis is practiced and the application of policy
analysis in increasingly complex societies back cover

Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Physics 1995
the guidebook provides recommendations based on the experience of both
developed and developing countries for upgrading or establishing
national education and training capabilities in engineering and science
in order to develop qualified personnel for nuclear power programmes
special consideration has been given to the specific needs and
conditions of developing countries

Mathematics and Computations, Reactor Physics,
and Environmental Analyses 1969
mathematics as a production factor or driving force for innovation those
who want to know and understand why mathematics is deeply involved in
the design of products the layout of production processes and supply
chains will find this book an indispensable and rich source describing
the interplay between mathematical and engineering sciences the book
focusses on questions like how can mathematics improve to the
improvement of technological processes and products what is happening
already where are the deficits what can we expect for the future 19
articles written by mixed teams of authors of engineering industry and
mathematics offer a fascinating insight of the interaction between
mathematics and engineering

Transport Theory 2013-03-09
this book provides a summary of thermo hydraulic analyses and design
principles of nuclear reactors for electricity generation it includes
summaries of the causes for the three major nuclear power generation
accidents three mile island chernobyl and fukushima and the major
improvements to reactor safety that grew out of those accidents

Systems of Nonlinear Partial Differential
Equations 2019-07-17
this book discusses analytic and asymptotic methods relevant to
radiative transfer in dilute media such as stellar and planetary
atmospheres several methods providing exact expressions for the
radiation field in a semi infinite atmosphere are described in detail
and applied to unpolarized and polarized continuous spectra and spectral
lines among these methods the wiener hopf method introduced in 1931 for
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a stellar atmospheric problem is used today in fields such as solid
mechanics diffraction theory or mathematical finance asymptotic analyses
are carried out on unpolarized and polarized radiative transfer
equations and on a discrete time random walk applicable when photons
undergo a large number of scatterings they provide criteria to
distinguish between large scale diffusive and non diffusive behaviors
typical scales of variation of the radiation field such as the
thermalization length and specific descriptions for regions close and
far from boundaries its well organized synthetic view of exact and
asymptotic methods of radiative transfer makes this book a valuable
resource for both graduate students and professional scientists in
astrophysics and beyond

Handbook of Biomedical Fluorescence 1994

Public Policy Analysis 1986

Engineering and Science Education for Nuclear
Power 1986

Technical Reports Series 1977

Energy Research Abstracts 1973-04

Nuclear Science Abstracts 2010-08-05

Production Factor Mathematics 1981

Energy: a Continuing Bibliography with Indexes
2016-04-13

Thermo-Hydraulics of Nuclear Reactors 1968

The Theory of Neutron Wave Propagation
2022-05-26

Radiative Transfer
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